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The start of the creative journey for Rudolf Heltzel is
grounded in his keenly selected materials. Precious gemstones
can be formed from rich deposits from hydrothermal veins
or magma which has slowly cooled in the earth’s crust and
crystallised under extreme pressures for millennia. Once mined,
these raw stones are selected by a cutter who excavates a carefully
cut gem. Throughout the decades, Rudolf made many visits to his
long-standing supplier of choice, master-cutter Bernd Munsteiner
in Germany, to seek out exquisite rare gemstones in unexpected
cuts. With an expert eye, Rudolf selects gems of excellence,
considering their brilliance, fire and luminosity – they should be
singular and speak to him of their journey through the earth.
It may take a year, or decades, for Rudolf to gather the
exact grouping of rare stones to inspire the perfect sculptural
setting - which must present the gems to their best possible
advantage. His process of creative generation comes from a deep
reflection of the stones themselves, combined with inspiration
from his wide interests in the natural world, modern art and music.
His mathematical and geometric understanding, together with a
keen eye for balance and dynamic composition, also significantly
contribute to his process.
Heltzel’s impeccably balanced compositions are alive with
movement, drawing the eye from stone - to line - to accent - and
back to the stone. His clean and purposeful lines invoke architectural
energy. The sculptural designs he envisages encapsulate his rare
stones as lively conversations in form. Dialogues of line and texture,
opacity and luminosity, balance and asymmetry, precision and
organic form, strength and delicacy are prominent within many of
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his works. Heltzel’s clean-lined, geometric, contemporary designs
speak to Bauhaus theories, just as his combination of artistic integrity
with exceptional commitment to craftsmanship echoes true with the
movement’s philosophy of ‘dedication to the unity of the arts with
the crafts.’
His technique is rooted in traditional skills, tools and
materials which are the same today as those of goldsmiths hundreds
of years ago. Working exclusively in ethical metals of 18ct gold,
platinum and silver, Heltzel borrows from past histories and instils
new life through his creations. His designs have exceptional attention
to detail, from precise angles of inclination or diversion to the exact
weight of a line. Rudolf Heltzel is a craftsman of immeasurable skill
having served a stringent traditional apprenticeship and worked
for years under other masters before setting up his own workshop.
Even so, his ambitious designs are a constant challenge to create.
With a focus on exquisite rings and statement sculptural
pendants, Heltzel’s oeuvre has resonated with many. Pieces bought
50 years ago are still worn, retaining their timeless aesthetic. There
are now up to four generations of customers who each treasure
and proudly wear Rudolf Heltzel jewellery. In designing, he is highly
aware of the functionality of his work, ensuring that - in spite of
the ambition and complexity of his pieces - his designs are always
intended to complement the wearer. His pieces sit perfectly on the
body and are considered to accentuate the beauty of the wearer.
Still, he has never swayed to trends or fashions, holding true to
his distinctive style and retaining the strong authenticity of his
own signature.
Throughout recent years, Rudolf Heltzel has worked to
create a number of standout legacy collections, featuring
compositions of rare gems of unparalleled quality, within highly
ambitious settings. These are paintings in gems and metal; framed
in a dance of balance and movement. This exhibition presents
three distinct collections of Rudolf Heltzel’s sculptural pendants:

Rock Crystal with inclusions, Tourmaline Butterfly, and his Druzy
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series. Each collection follows a specific direction of enquiry –
finding the point of balance in stones of a butterfly poised and
ready for flight; to dense textural explorations of rich druzy
juxtaposed with metal forms; and translucent rock crystals with
organic inclusions set in formal architectural casings. Constantly
pushing the boundaries of his practice, these works are spectacular
representations of Heltzel’s distinctive signature.
2018 marks 50 years since the establishment of Rudolf
Hetzel’s workshop on Patrick Street in Kilkenny. Having been invited
by the Kilkenny Design Workshops [KDW] to share his skills and
knowledge of jewellery design with young Irish makers, he made
Ireland his home and has continued to cultivate excellence and
encourage originality in Ireland’s jewellery sector throughout his
career. Passing on his skills to his son Christopher, who now manages
the Heltzel workshop, Rudolf has entrusted the ethos, authenticity
and the continuation of his life’s work to another generation.
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As an artist and artisan of exceptional virtuosity,
Rudolf Heltzel has created sculptural adornments which are
objects of our future heritage. These pieces will withstand the
test of time through their enduring style and the superiority of their
making. They will outlive us and still exist in a thousand years and
more. Rudolf Heltzel’s work is a significant part of the material
culture of contemporary Ireland, as such it is important to honour
his practice and invaluable contribution to jewellery in Ireland.
In precious metal he has carved a legacy that will endure.

Susan Holland
Exhibitions & Programme Curator, National Design & Craft Gallery
January 2018
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Rudolf Heltzel:
A Talent Rich and Rare
Tensions between what is designated as craft and what
is usually agreed to be art are as old as the Renaissance. Yet both
are inseparable in the making of great artwork and much of that
historic debate can be reduced to what is fashionable in one age
or another. We could learn a great deal from history. Jan Van Eyck,
that genius of Early Netherlandish painting, wowed his followers by
creating images of gem-studded, gold-threaded garments, fit
for the highest royalty from nothing more than paint, a fine brush
and his extraordinary knowledge of the absorption and refraction of
light by gemstones and metals. The Duke of Burgundy, his patron,
showed his admiration by showering him with rewards, yet when
the Duke died, not a single painting by his favourite artist was listed
in bequests to his dearest relatives. Instead, he gave them those
objects which were actually crafted from precious materials, as
distinct from merely replicating them in paint. Distinguished
connoisseur that he was, the Duke would have reserved his Rudolf
Heltzel work for his heirs, while giving his Van Eyck’s to the staff in
his court.
In modern times, especially since Conceptualism, the
balance between painted versions of the precious object and the
object itself has leant in favour of painting. This might be partly
because the value of the materials frightens people, makes them
feel that you have to be very rich and glamorous to possess and
wear these beautiful things. In an age of political correctness many
people shy away from the charge of elitism and don’t give themselves that permission. So, collectors of fine jewels are rare and
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opportunities to exhibit the work of the designer/artist/craftsman,
rarer still. Yet we all cherish the magic that transforms even relatively
ubiquitous gemstones into Shakespeare’s ‘something rich and rare’.
At the Heltzel workshop in Kilkenny neither Rudolf nor his son
Christopher acknowledge the term semi- or non- precious in
relation to gemstones. As they passionately assert, all stones have
the potential to be precious in the right hands, pointing out that it is
easier to replace a fine diamond in a piece of jewellery than a
specially cut rock crystal, onyx or tourmaline. In this case, the magic,
like the alchemy that sought to turn base metal into gold in the
middle ages, comes from the hand of just such an artist craftsman.
The craft at work here is a precious form of metalworking.
Rudolf Heltzel excels in this regard. It was for this that he was invited
to Kilkenny Design Workshops (KDW) in 1966 at the tender age of
26 to make and teach the art of fine silver and gold smithing.
Born in Germany and educated at the Meisterschule für das
Kunsthandwerk in Berlin, he went to Stockholm when little more
than a teenager. When he came to Kilkenny he brought to insular
Ireland a knowledge, not just of the craft but also of the highest
achievements in international jewellery design from his Swedish
mentor, Sigurd Persson, and Persson’s Nordic contemporaries,
having actually made some of the rings and neck ornaments that
Persson showed in his outstanding exhibition 77 Rings. At Persson’s
atelier, Rudolf Heltzel was introduced to a direct line of fine art
goldsmiths that began with the Huguenots in the 17th century and
stretched from Fabergé in Russia to René Lalique in France. The
influence of this training means that the surreal, mobile jewellery
of artists like Alexander Calder and other well-known sculptors
and artists doesn’t always pass the Heltzel test, simply because it
is often impossible to actually wear it.
During his time at KDW, Rudolf shared his knowledge
of jewellery design and traditional techniques - this influence
was transformative for many emerging goldsmiths. Despite the
enthusiasm KDW engendered for new industrial design, there
was no equivalent in Ireland to the kind of sponsorship that high
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calibre jewellery design still enjoyed in the 1960s and ‘70s in other
European centres. Heltzel set up his own studio in 1968 to make
and sell his work and since the late 1980s has also acted as a
consultant, advising on both the technical and design training of
jewellery makers in places as far afield as Thailand, Sri Lanka,
Pakistan, Jordan and the Caribbean. He was also instrumental
in developing the Jewellery and Goldsmithing Skills & Design
Course run by the Design & Crafts Council of Ireland.
A special feature of the Heltzel enterprise in Kilkenny has
been Rudolf’s commitment to contemporary art, so that for many
years during the Kilkenny Arts Festival he has hosted art exhibitions
of artists carefully selected to fit into the restricted space of his
shop. In the unlikely setting of gleaming showcases of metal and
gemstones, the cobweb and lichen objects of Rachel Parry, the
boats made from the delicate, found skeletal remains of tiny birds
by Alan Counihan, and the eternally inventive ceramics and body
adornments of Sonja Landweer take on a life that they would never
find in a museum or gallery. In the process, the ongoing connection
with the fine art tradition of Van Eyck informs and feeds the soul of
the jeweller.
Expanding his interests from the architecture of fine
metalwork to include coloured gemstones, he bought beautiful,
often pre-cut, antique stones and developed a strong affinity with
the stone collecting and cutting practice of the great German
artist, Bernd Munsteiner. The work of Munsteiner and Heltzel
brings us straight to the heart of the fundamental question in the
debate about art and craft. Van Eyck could conjure up magical
representations of beautiful objects out of nothing, but if your
chosen material is beautiful already, how do you make it more
beautiful? How do you add beauty to beauty?
In Rudolf Heltzel’s practice the answer to this is twofold.
On the one hand, you take to heart the dictum of Paul Klee, that the
job of the artist is to make the invisible visible and then you bring
the most refined design and craft skills together to ensure that that
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beautiful thing (the gemstone) is presented in such a way that
its beauty can be revealed, offered to the world as a usable,
wearable object, enhanced, rather than hidden by the setting
in which it is placed. This is particularly evident in a pendant made
of 18ct white-gold and epidote in rock crystal, where the minimal
setting, notwithstanding articulation at the cardinal points with
diamonds and a handmade chain, brilliantly presents the central,
Munsteiner cut gem. If Munsteiner, through his celebrated ‘fantasy
cutting’ provided the stone, it was Heltzel’s extraordinary skills
as a goldsmith combined with the alchemy of his perfectly
complementary designs that turned it into jewellery. Impervious
to the mounting costs, Heltzel collected those incredible gems
over years, allowing time to inspire him in designing the best mode
of presentation, not rushing them into being to offset the costs.
Thus, other work in this exhibition, such as the Tourmaline Butterfly

Collection, incorporates slices of the gem, some auction purchases,
freed from antique jewellery, that have sat in his workshop for
decades waiting for the right new stones to accompany them
before their true beauty could be revealed, as well as gems cut
by Munsteiner and others.
Although he might have reservations about the work of
Calder and other modern artists Rudolf Heltzel is also a man of his
generation. This is most evident in the delicate asymmetry of a
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Tourmaline Butterfly perched on a single sweeping gold stem.
Those qualities emerge again in the understated geometric settings
from a group of his most recent pendants, the Druzy Collection,
particularly in an onyx pendant where the stone looks as if it is still
growing in playful dialogue with its setting. Many of the white gold
and silver settings in recent work reference the older Fabergé and
Lalique traditions more than the modernist Scandinavian influence
of the 1960s that shaped Heltzel’s early years and nurtured his
precious metal work. They could, therefore be called revivalist. In
evoking those older names, Heltzel also evokes a world where
great artists had great patrons. The realities of global capitalism
have meant a general diminution in the relationship between
the artist and his/her appreciative patron. Nowadays a smaller
number of incredibly wealthy people control the international
markets and art fairs. Since their wealth is also often new, it is not
always allied to the tradition of discernment of those older patrons.
The preference is for jewellery made with the most obviously
expensive gems and minerals rather than those to which value has
been added by the hand, time and focus of the artist. The dedication
of those artists who hand-craft their jewellery and who spend years
thinking about the appropriate surrounds for a stone that has been
cut from the back and polished until the light extracts every nuance
of colour and wonder that it contains, struggle increasingly to find
discerning audiences. That is bad for the maker. However, if
you have also been a teacher, you never lose your interest in
opportunities for the next generation. Heltzel is passionate in his
advocacy of sponsorship for appropriate awards and scholarship
for fine art jewellery designers, and he continues to preach that
message globally. As specialist, fine art jewellery designers and
makers close down their shops in London, Amsterdam and Antwerp,
it is a privilege to have one on the doorstep in Kilkenny. We must
rejoice that Rudolf Heltzel came when he did, even more that he
stayed, and that through his son, Christopher, the Heltzel tradition
in Kilkenny will continue.

Catherine Marshall
January 2018
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Rock Crystal Collection
Rock Crystal Collection is based on a selection
of extraordinary quartz gems; each stone is a play
between clarity of crystal and a composition of
natural inclusions - minerals which make their own
crystals within the formation of the stone. From
golden rutile and indigo fluorite to fossil-like
dendritic and graphite green or iron red epidote
inclusions, each drawing a world within the quartz.
Under light, reflections come alive, reverberating
on the wearer’s skin. The contrast of the cut
areas of crystal deepen, a visual interplay of
inclusions, reflections, clarity and mist. Appearing
as a solid and monumental form, in wearing and
with movement these pieces enliven and flicker
with lightness, fluidity and energy. These flawlessly

balanced creations are accented perfectly with
brilliant diamonds and sapphires which serve to
accentuate the beauty of the prima gems.
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Druzy Collection
Druzy Collection is developed around a series
of exceptional textured crystals. Rudolf is
known for his affinity for beautiful druzy, quartz
stones with a grained sugar appearance that
were formed through a sedimentary or volcanic
process. The striking density of hue, opacity
and tactility of these stones hold a luscious
appeal. Designed in dramatic statement settings,
these pendants are stunning juxtapositions of
geometric and organic form, balancing the lightly
bubbled texture of the crystals against highly
polished gold, while considered elements of
hand-grained metal playfully extend the raw
surface of the crystal.
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Tourmaline Butterfly Collection
Tourmaline Butterfly Collection is created
from a series of extraordinarily carved, unique
tourmaline pairs. Movement and balance is
central to this collection. These prized tourmalines
cross palettes of muted green and cool grey
to dusky pinks, through to deep claret; their
unusual tones complemented by remarkable
combinations of peridot, sapphire and diamonds.
Sitting on forged torcs, or balanced on hand-made
gold chains, these precious butterfly forms seem
captured in a moment of pause before taking
flight. That the works of this collection are figurative
is particularly unusual for Rudolf’s practice, making
this collection all the more special.
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1940
Born in Berlin, Germany.
1956 to 1960
Studied at Meisterschule für das Kunsthandwerk Berlin, Jewellery and
Silversmithing Design and Production.
1961 to 1962
Worked with Max Olofs as a silversmith in Munich, Germany making
baptismal fonts, tabernacles, chalices and other ecclesiastical items.
1963 to 1965
Worked with Sigurd Persson in Stockholm, Sweden first as a silversmith,
then as a jeweller. Persson was one of the most influential goldsmiths
and industrial designers in Scandinavia in the 1950s and 1960s.
1966 to 1968
Recruited by Córas Tráchtála/Irish Export Board to establish a Silver
and Metal Workshop at the newly created Kilkenny Design Workshops
[KDW] where he trained many Irish jewellers.
1968
Opened Rudolf Heltzel Ltd., Kilkenny. Independent designer and maker
of jewellery and holloware with a studio in Kilkenny.
Besides designing and making his own jewellery and silver holloware,
Rudolf Heltzel has created designs for international fashion jewellery
companies, lectured at Belfast University, been a consultant and adviser
to jewellery manufacturing companies in the Philippines, Indonesia,
Thailand, Sri Lanka, Pakistan, Jordan, Botswana and the Caribbean,
and was instrumental in the establishment of the Design & Crafts
Council of Ireland’s Jewellery and Goldsmithing Skills & Design Course.
In 1975 he bought Rionore of Kilkenny Ltd, a company specialising in
high-end quality jewellery, from Fitzwilton Ltd.
He has shown his jewellery in exhibitions and galleries in Japan, Ireland,
Germany, Switzerland, the Netherlands, the U.K., Denmark, Sweden and U.S.A.
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ROCK CRYSTAL
COLLECTION
Rock Crystal 1 page 15

Rock Crystal VIII page 22

18ct yellow gold pendant on hand-forged 18ct gold

18ct yellow gold pendant and neck piece

neck ring

1 Munsteiner-cut quartz rock crystal with chlorite

1 rock crystal with haematite inclusions 42ct

inclusions 152.74ct, 8 marquise-cut natural rare
white diamonds 1.6ct total

Rock Crystal II page 16
18ct white gold on hand-made 18ct white

Rock Crystal IX page 23

gold chain

18ct yellow gold pendant on hand-forged 18ct gold

1 rock crystal Munsteiner-cut 34.59ct, 6 baguette

neck ring

-cut natural rare white diamonds .6ct total

1 rock crystal with dendritic inclusions, 14 natural
rare white diamonds 0.7ct total

Rock Crystal III page 17
18ct white gold on hand-made 18ct white gold chain
1 rock crystal with epidote inclusions 110.68ct,
8 carré-cut natural rare white diamonds .8ct total

DRUZY COLLECTION

Rock Crystal IV page 18
18ct yellow gold on 18ct gold choker
2 rutilated quartz 20.9ct and 34.1ct, 22 natural rare

Druzy I page 25
18ct white gold pendant on 18ct white gold choker

white diamonds .44ct total

1 black onyx druzy Lorenz-cut 19.9ct

Rock Crystal V page 19

Druzy II page 26

18ct yellow gold on hand-forged 18ct gold neck ring
1 dendritic quartz 46.79ct, 4 princess-cut natural

18ct gold pendant on hand-made 18ct gold chain
1 carved black onyx druzy Lorenz-cut 54.44ct

rare white diamonds .2ct total

Rock Crystal VI page 20
18ct yellow gold on hand-forged 18ct gold chain

Druzy III page 27		
18ct gold pendant on hand-made 18ct gold choker
1 carved black onyx druzy 41.3ct

1 phantom Munsteiner-cut quartz 81.94ct, 16 black
brilliant-cut diamonds .28ct total

Rock Crystal VII page 21

Druzy IV page 28
18ct gold pendant on 18ct gold choker
2 red carnelian druzy 17.5ct and 35.3ct Lorenz-cut

18ct white gold on hand-made 18ct white gold chain
1 rock crystal with fluorite inclusions 13.65ct,
1 rock crystal Munsteiner-cut 27.94ct, 4 sapphires
cabochon-cut

Druzy V page 29
18ct gold pendant on hand-made 18ct gold choker
1 white agate druzy 7.56ct, 1 blue chalcedony druzy
15.32ct
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Druzy IV page 30

Tourmaline Butterfly V page 38

18ct gold pendant on hand-made 18ct gold chain

18ct yellow gold on 18ct gold choker

3 white grey agate druzy 13.9ct, 12.9ct and 40.38ct

4 tourmaline wings, 3 rainbow moonstones

Druzy VI page 31

Tourmaline Butterfly VI page 39

18ct gold pendant on 18ct gold choker

18ct yellow gold on 18ct gold hand-made chain

1 white agate druzy 31.6ct, 1 pink cobalt calcite

2 pairs carved tourmaline wings, 9 emerald

druzy 10.2ct

cabochons, 8 faceted pink sapphires, 3 sapphire
cabochons, 1 pink-purple sapphire, 1 purple-pink
sapphire

TOURMALINE
BUTTERFLY
COLLECTION
Tourmaline Butterfly I page 33
Neckpiece in 18ct yellow gold
Pair carved tourmaline wings 30.54ct, 4 tourmaline
slices 22ct total, 1 navette-shape tourmaline

Tourmaline Butterfly II page 34
18ct yellow gold on 18ct gold ‘cobra round’ chain
Pair of tourmaline wings 75.51ct, 1 tourmaline
navette Munsteiner-cut 2.04ct, 1 mauve faceted
oval tourmaline, 1 sapphire trilliant, 4 faceted
rubies, 12 natural rare white diamonds .14ct total

Tourmaline Butterfly VII page 40
18ct yellow gold on 18ct gold choker
Pair carved tourmaline wings 56.85ct total, 1 tourmaline 4.27ct, 1 faceted spinel .48ct, 1 faceted ruby
.05ct, 40 natural rare white diamonds .95ct total

Tourmaline Butterfly VIII page 41
18ct yellow gold on hand-made 18ct gold chain
Pair carved tourmaline wings

Tourmaline Butterfly IX page 42-43
Neckpiece in 18ct yellow gold
21 Burma ruby, cabochon-cut 3.19ct total,
12 tourmaline slices 23.16ct total, 2 pairs carved
tourmaline wings 16.3ct total, 36 natural rare white
diamonds .72ct total

Tourmaline Butterfly III page 35
18ct yellow and white gold on 18ct gold choker
Pair tourmaline wings 7ct total, 4 pink & 1 green
sapphire, 8 natural rare white diamonds .15ct total

Tourmaline Butterfly IV page 36-37
18ct yellow gold pendant and neck piece
Pair carved tourmaline wings, 2 natural rare white
diamonds .2ct total, 1 marquise-cut tourmaline,

Image Credits
Rock Crystal Collection,
Tourmaline Butterfly Collection:
Sarah Johanna Eick
Druzy Collection:
Sarah Johanna Eick, Roland Paschhoff
Christopher Heltzel
Portrait:
Roland Paschhoff

1 round faceted tourmaline, 2 faceted rubies
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